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The measuring instruments for space plasma electron co

The disadvantage of the described instruments is incon
of space plasma electron component parameters (only densi

ln use.

are applibd in the study of the surrounding space aboard a
ites when variable potential is available at the space objr

Such instruments are familiar from reference sources a
riments with the help of Langmuir cylindric probes [1,2,3ed of a current-voltage converter (TCV), connected with
collector (CSL). In turn the TCV output is connected w
system (TMS), as well as with sawtooth voltage generator
controls the protective electrode ol the CSL.

Fresence

perature in restricted range) under relatively high potent
respect to the surrounding environment of plasma. Compl
tion is to be observed occasionally in such experiments.

L In order to design instruments for measuiement of
ponent parameters with CSL so as to obtain complete sci
on the density and the temperature of the electrons in I
ments aboard the spacecraft within a large range of var
plasma potential difference, it is necessary to satisfy severr

First, it is necessary to incorporate an additional sy
control of the variation range of the sweep voltage, appli6
of the CSL, in dependence on the value of the mentioned
In general, this system contains a TCV converter, connecl
and the protective probe electrode. The TCV output tr
and e-nhanced signal t.o the TMS, as well as to the system f
tion SAC of the translation voltage. One of the outputs of
by the pr"obe protective electrode and the other is conne(
The other input of the SAC controls the output of the ma

Such a device has positively advantages as compared
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y[ere j - ir probe (protective electrodes);2 - po.
DC voltage converter;' 4 - collector of cvlindric rjrol
ter of DC-DC voltage ; O -- input (outpui of arirpli
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tor 4 l4l. Due to the serial connection of blocks 5,
is obtained at the output of amplifier-differentiator

the derivative of the collector current lo in time ft . Srnr"
of the potential of collectbr 4 in time is linear, the signal i

dI .to the J".tivative 77i. This performance is interpreted with

output of the digit-to-analog converter l0 is summed in the
I5 wlIh the value of the potential difference l/sx betrveen the

3,6to
6, which

llectol4, a signal
proportional to

he variation law

proportional also

he following theo-

are comDos-

valid for them.

2Iey in total.'l'he
Itage by current-

rrent from collcc-
nd switch B and

tor I1 where it
r 5 generates dc

of the linearly
open. During lg
of integrators 10

as channel A has
t of convergence

ional to the

retical consideration: the volt-ampere characteristics of the
ed by two sectors of different iurvature. The potential of

ing plasma. At the moment when this derivative attains its
nal occurs at the output of the peak detector Z, which ol
provides resolutlon to switch 11. The determined value of tt

eo Dy two sectors ot dltlerent curvature. I he potentlal ot t
inflextion point of this curve is identified with ihe potential

collector in the
of the sutround-
maximum, a sig-
ns switch B and
signal from the

analog summator
'floating' electro-
put oi summatordes 1 and the body from the output of meter 2. At the or

15 we obtain potential equal to tle plasma-body potential diffeience.
The signal from the first detector 7, atter certain delay ', determined by

k 13 which clos-retarding block 12, is fed to 'measurement sampling' blr
switch 1I and repeats the measurement cycles of period ity 7".
II. All the things discussed thus far could be summari and specified,

considering the fact that the bulk charge generated as a ru depends on the
height. In addi

t possible-without
size of tl-re radius of Debav, and hence, on the lneasureme

lowing analvsis
and as a result

to decrease the errors in probe applications of space e ments. This pro-
the block diag-blen is resolved as follows (Figs 3 and 4). Fig. 3 illustrat

ram ol the discussed instrument and Fig. 4 shows the tenrp rai diagrams of
the instrument (in particular to the outputs oi the two ge
dal voltage - blocks 4 and 5).

tors of tapezoi-

The principle of performance is the following : each cyc of performance
on the diagram contains four characteristic tirre intervals re
by fr, tr, ft and lr. The ratios /1*l2ltslta and tr:tz),ta e

During /, the block controls the logics Z, switches through s

end electrode 1 to the collector of probe 2. The cylindric La
f orms as a unilateral protected probe of length 1:1trl*lrzl=
current from the collector (already l+2) iI converted into v
voltage converter 6, and the latter is fed to integrator 10
and the first (upper) channel of distributor 9 where it is t

tively denoted

itch 3 the second
muir probe per'

through switch 8
emorized. During

the period trlt, Ihe second end electrode 1 is switched block 7 through
tes as a,bilateral

the
CS

tion, the consideration of the error in the measurement is n
some other additional Drobe measurements. The aim of the
is to consider the effect of the bulk charge arround the pro

switch 3 to the first end electrode 1 and the probc oper
protected Langmuir probe with collector length of I [5]. The r

tor 2 is transformed into voltage by 6 and through sec
second channel of distributer 9 is fed to the input of inte;
is nremorized. During the interval of trlt2*1, the genera
voltage of value equal to the maximum accelerating voltz
decreasing sweep. During /1*/2 switches 12 and 13 are clos,
switches 12 and l3 are closed and the voltages from the outpu
and 1l are fed to the inputs A and B of summator 14,
coefficient of convergence "1" and channel B has coefficie
"2". At the output of summator 14 we obtain voltage, t
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current, determined by the availability of the bulk cha
of the second end protective electrode 1.

During /a, switch 3 switches second end
protection (1+1;. The current of collector 2 is

in the frontal

electrode in its capacity
transfo by 6 into v

Fig. 3. The actual block diagram of the device

Fig. 4. Temporal diagrams of the instrument

and the latter is fed to the I telemetric channel through
the second generator operates in linear decreasing swee

The output signal obtained in the interval la desc
characteristics of the probe, and the electron density is
through the use of familiar formulae of plasma theory.

switch 6. During
mode (Fig. 4).
bes the volt-am
omputed by its s
The signal obtr
charge and conwithin interval /3 is determined by the availability of

information on the introduced error.
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Conclusion

Future attempt will join together the above-mentioned a

ntization, optirnization and updating of the probe techniq
Langmuir probes .in space experiments. It should be men

ng
he

some space experiments in particular the ionospheric-m
INTERCOSMOS-BULGARIA-I300 instruments were desip
the above considerations. They successfully performed and
inlormation for the fine structuring of the electron plasma

The instruments described have been part of the
in the VERTICAL program.
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